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ABSTRACT
In water distribution systems, the prediction of infection spread along the system's components is
critical both for minimizing impact on the system population and for real-time response. Delaying
the overall spread of an infection from a single or from multiple infection sources can be a very
useful tool for handling such contamination scenarios. In this study, a new parameter for Infection
Delay Time (IDT) is presented and the methodology utilizing it is presented on simple and complex
networks, along with highlighting the IDT advantages and applications for system’s design and
operation.
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INTRODUCTION

Water safety in water distribution systems include, mostly, the supply of quality water from water
sources to consumers. This goal can be endangered if a contamination is introduced to the system,
either by accident or in purpose and can result with large scale damage to both the population and to
the system elements[1]. Contamination event detection in water distribution networks, in most, aims
in minimizing the time it takes to determine the water has been contaminated. Some of techniques
used in the field of contamination detection include static and mobile sensor location, periodic
inspections and fault prediction[2][3]. The last - a prediction of infection spread along the system's
components - is critical both for minimizing impact on the system population and real-time
treatment and can be a very complex problem since nowadays water networks can reach up to tens
of thousands of elements and are operated in a field of uncertainty. Contamination can travel along
the system based on the water flows in the pipes while infecting the quality water flow[4].
Modelling both the contamination spread and the overall network structure and flows can be done
using computer models[5] that allow an exact, theoretical, solution for a set of flow modes based on
the hydraulic condition determent in the system. These solutions are the base to this paper network
analysis and contamination simulation[6]. Delaying the overall spread of infection from a single or
multiple infection sources can be a very useful tool for handling such contamination scenarios to
allow longer response time and decrease infected zones[7] while allowing the network operators
some control over contamination events and increase the overall water safety in the network[8][9].
In this paper, a new parameter for Infection Delay Time (IDT) is presented and demonstrated on
parts of a water distribution network to generate delayed areas regarding infection spread from a
source to a target location travelling through an infection delay zone or group of nodes. Figure 1 is
an example of how a change in flow direction can increase the IDT of the group of nodes marked in
dashed line.
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A methodology using IDT is presented on simple-theoretical and medium-real scale networks and
can be used in reconfiguration of existing topological network structures or as a guiding parameter
in the design of new, future-built, networks. The benefiting factors to the IDT value-range can vary
including, for example, consumption patterns, network connectivity and network topology and are
demonstrated as part of the above described methodology in the aim of producing a new network
analysis tool for network designers and operators alike.
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THE IDT CONCEPT

The most dominant agent in infection spread throughout WDS components is the "good water" flow
along the system pipes. An infection source can be regarded as the initial contamination location in
the form of either a pulse of contamination or continuous infection insertion at that location. The
infection is then travelling along with the water flows in the pipes while contaminating the different
components it reaches such as consumers, water tanks, pipe junction and so on. This process can be
simulated and tracked by preforming a computer based analysis of the hydraulic behavior of the
system while following the infected water flows in each time step – coloring infected each
component the flow reaches.
If a specific area (topologically speaking or hydraulically) is marked – containing a group of WDS
components connected between themselves – then the time it takes the infection to reach the first
element in the group until the time it exits can be defined as the Infection Delay Time (IDT) within
the above group of components.
The concept of "Delaying" is used as most (although not all) of WDS built with the feature of a
main flow direction (mostly from water sources to consumers) and the time the infection spends
within a group can be regarded as a minimum with every time larger then that as a delay time.
Figure 1 shows a simple network constructed from five nodes connected in series. The node marked
"S" acts as the infection source and the links connecting the other nodes as pipes. For convenience,
each pipe represents 1 time step of flow (i.e. it takes 1 time step for the water to travel from the
beginning to the end of each link). Two simulations are presented in Figure 1 – the first, when all
links flow continuously at the same direction through all the simulation time steps (Flow mode I)
while in the second (Flow mode II) the flow of the pipes connecting nodes # 3, 2 and 1 is reversed
for a single time step (Time step 3). The above nodes (3, 2, and 1) a grouped – marked with dashed
lines - and IDT of this group is calculated for each flow mode. This simple simulation allows only
the change in flow direction and not in flow speed.
The IDT in flow mode I (IDT_I) is equal to 3 Time steps – it first infecting node #1 at time step 1
and exits the group at time step 4 - and can be regarded as the minimum IDT (IDT_min) for this
group (based on the assumption that the flow speed remains constant) as all flows remain in the
same direction and the infection crosses the group whit its maximum "speed".
The IDT in flow mode II (IDT_II) is equal to 5 Time steps - it first infecting node #1 at time step 1
and exits the group at time step 6 – increasing the IDT of the group in regard to IDT_I in two time
steps.
This result of increment in the group's IDT is a result of the change in the flow direction in the pipes
connecting nodes 1, 2 and 3 during the infection spread simulation. The same effect on the group's
IDT can be obtained if the pipes flow speeds will decrease during the simulation.
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Figure 1. IDT calculation differences under varying flow modes

2.1

Problem Configuration

IDT can be defined as the time it takes for a contamination to reach from a source node (S) to a
target node (T) while travelling through a set or group of nodes linked between them (G). Both the
source and the target nodes are pre-defined by the user while the group can be determent from the
network topology. If a contamination is generated at S, the time it takes it to reach T is the IDT. In
the case of a constant flow rate in all the links (a static flow mode) the IDT can be calculated and is
marked as IDT_0. If in any time smaller then IDT_0
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EXAMPLE APLLICATIONS

The described methodology is demonstrated on a small-scale network – NET3 – including 97 nodes
and 119 links. Based on a connectivity analysis the Strongly Connected Clusters (SCC) are located
along the network and a set of Target, Source and Group of nodes are chosen (Figure 2). The set
chosen can stand for a contamination event accruing in the RIVER water source (S) and travelling
to the nodes located at the north-east part of the network (T) while crossing the SCC node group 1.
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Figure 2. NET3 WDS with a Target, Source and Group Nodes.
A simulation of the spread of the infection front is performed with a 3600 seconds' hydraulic time
step for 5 time steps in a static map (Figure 3) and in a dynamic map (Figure 4). The nodes that had
been infected in each time step are marked in the drawing (only nodes included in Group 1). The
static map represents the flows in the pipes in time 05:00 am and is kept static over the 5 time steps
of the simulation (Figure 3) while the dynamic map represents the flows in pipes beginning in 05:00
am and is updated accordingly in each time step (every 1 hour) until it reaches the time 10:00 am
after 5 hours (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. NET3: Infection front spread simulation in static map

Figure 4. NET3: Infection front spread simulation in dynamic map
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Figure 3 shows the target node infected within 5 hours hence IDT = 5 hours, in a dynamic map the
target node infected within 4 hours hence IDT = 4 hours. The simulation result demonstrates firmly
the difference in IDT calculation due to a changing flow regime.
The same is demonstrated on an even larger network – BWSN1 – consist of 129 nodes and 178
links. A set of Source, Target and Group of nodes is chosen (based on a SCC analysis of the
network) to represent a scenario of contamination event spreading from a central part of the
network to a remote zone in the north-west area (Figure 5). Again, the simulation preformed with a
3600 seconds' hydraulic time step for 4 time steps in both for a static map of the network – flow at
09:00 am kept static for 4 time steps – and dynamic – flow at 09:00 am to 01:00 pm.
The results of both simulations are presented in Figures 6 and 7. And the IDT of both scenarios can
be calculated. For a static map, the infection front reaches the target node within 3 hours of the
infection source hence IDT = 3 hours. For the dynamic map, the same accrue after 4 hours hence
IDT = 4 hours.

Figure 5. BWNS1 WDS with a Target, Source and Group Nodes.
A simulation of the spread of the infection front is performed with a 3600 seconds' hydraulic time
step for 4 time steps in a static map (Figure 3) and in a dynamic map (Figure 4). The nodes that had
been infected in each time step are marked in the drawing (only nodes included in Group 1). The
static map represents the flows in the pipes in time 09:00 am and is kept static over the 4 time steps
of the simulation while the dynamic map represents the flows in pipes beginning in 09:00 am and is
updated accordingly in each time step (every 1 hour) until it reaches the time 01:00 pm after 4
hours.
The results of both simulations are presented in the drawings. And the IDT of both scenarios can be
calculated. For a static map, the infection front reaches the target node within 3 hours of the
infection source hence IDT = 3 hours. For the dynamic map, the same accrue after 4 hours hence
IDT = 4 hours.
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Figure 6. BWSN1: Infection front spread simulation in static map

Figure 7. BWSN1: Infection front spread simulation in dynamic map
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CONCLUSIONS

The concept of an IDT parameter as an attribute of a group of nodes within a network can be used
in various applications including network design, network operation and network analysis.
The main agent in IDT variations is the change in flow along pipes within the group, hence, if a
group is a set of nodes connected with links whose flow are constant the IDT of this group will
remain constant to. Connectivity analysis or flow differential analysis can be a good basis for group
selection for the suggested methodology in this work. Theoretically speaking, the flow velocity in a
pipe can be infinite, physically speaking, this velocity is bounded by a max demand value – making
the IDT bounded from below, a minimum value, for a scenario of maximum flow velocity – any
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velocity lower will result in larger IDT value hence the concept of delay. Another influencing
parameter on IDT is the network topology, allowing faster path's, sometimes, from a source node to
a target node, resulting in variations in IDT. Networks can be designed under the goal of creating
zones with pre-determent IDT's, maybe even constant, making them more reliable and predicted to
extreme scenarios such as pipe leakage or contamination events. IDT analysis of a network can
produce a "scenario bank" and can simulate large scale contamination events in a more "easy to
see" way on a simplified network. A more expanded analysis can be performed, dividing the entire
network into groups or clusters and calculating IDT of several groups in parallel or in series one
after the other.
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